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HOW TO REPLACE THE FOUR-BAR COUPLER MOTION BY THE
COUPLER MOTION OF A SIX-BAR MECHANISM WHICH DOES

NOT CONTAIN A PARALLELOGRAM

E. A. DIJ KSMAW

Sometimes the motion required to answer a (particular) kinematic problem may be met
by the coupler motion of a four-bar linkage. In many cases, however, the dimensions of the
four-bar meeling these requirements are not suitable, or the location of the fixed centers
is not convenient because of the lack of space.
It is helpful, therefore, if the designer may devise an alternative llnkage that produces
the same coupler motion. In the paper under consideration, three different types of
alternative solutions are suggested. The alternative mechanisms are all siX-bar linkages
of the Watt-l type. However, they all leave the designer with sufficient design degrees
of freedom to meet additional reqnirements.
The solutions proposed here do not contain linkage parallelograms. They are based
either on Burmester's Configuration, or on Kempe's generalized form and focal linkage.

1. INTRODUCTION

In Hartenberg's and Denavit'.'? paper [lJ on Cognate Linkages it is
shown th~tt a four-bar coupler curve could be reproduced by a proper six
bar linkage. How to obtain Ruch an alternative mechanism has been
equally described in their book [2] named the "Kinematic Synthesis of
Linkages" (page 179). An cxtenRion has been ma,de by Dijksman [3J in
hiH p:tper prcHented at the n~TOMM-Bucha,re8tSymposium (June 1973)
in whkh he dealt with "Five-bar C1l.rve and coupler cognates having two
crank,'? that rotate with the same speed". In fa,ct, it haR been shown in
that paper that 00 2 six-bar a,lterll:ttive linkages exist that reproduce the
entire coupler motion of a four-bar. Thus, these linlmgcH not only repro
duce four-bar coupler curves, but more than that: they reproduce also
the complete motion of the coupler. In the paper, they were named
coupler alternative mechanisms. Since they are to be derived from five
bar linka.ges, all six-bar alternative mechanisms that reproduce the coupler
motion contain a linkage parallelogram in order to enforce the two input
crankH to rotate with the Harne Rpeed.

However, linkage parallelograms are subjected to folding positions,
in which the transmission angles are zero.

It is the object of this paper, therefore, to avoid this and to create
alternative mechanisms that do not contain parallelograms.

.As will be explained in detail here, there are a number of ways
to do this. Notwithstanding, each way allows the free choice of a fixed
center or a turning-joint of the mechanism. This gives the designer the
same freedom as in the case where parallelograms are used. In addition,
however, the transmission angles of the six-bar may now be given accep
table values that guarantee a smooth motion.

* Visiting Lecturer, Liverpool Polytechnic, England.
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360 E. A. DIJKSMA'NI 2

In order to derive Buch mechanisms, we make extensive use of two
distinct configurations. They a,re both overconstrained linkages. One of
them is named after I.J. Rurml~ster [4] and the other one after
A. B. Kempe [5].

1. BURMESTER'S CONFIGURATION AND ITS USE TO DERIVE ALTERNATIVE LINKAGES
REPRODUCING FOUR·BAR COUPLER MOTiONS

2a. BURMESTER'S CONFIGURATION AND ITS DERIVATION

According to Burmester [4] we may link any point D with the four
sides of a four-bar (see figure 1). For a given four-bar represented by the
joints AoABBo for example, this may be done after establishing the
location of the four points F, Do, 0 and K attached to the sides, that
we intend to link with the chosen point D. These points are defined by
the triangle AoDB formed by the diagonal AoB of the four-bar and the
randomly chosen point D. As shown in figure 1, this is effectuated,
namely, if we comply with the similarities such as t!..AoDB"" t!..AoFA
..., !::.AoDoBo "" t!..BoOB..., t!..AKB. In the design position of the linkage,
the four points so defined Play be linked t,o the chosen point D, which
then becomes a common joint to the four links that are adjoined to the
four-bar.

The linkage completed this way is an overconRt.rained one, that is, it is
still movable, despite the fact that the linkage now contains more
joints than necessary in defining a constrained motion.

K
-,:,:;/;/;/.1.':,': ..............

,,"/

B

Fig, 1. - Burmester's configuraLioll 1st type.

In order to prove the fact that the real motion is possible for this
type of linkage, we will obtain its dimensions in another, more natural
way, that shows you that indeed the links may be adjoined without hin
dering the initial four-bar motion. For t,his, we retrieve the additional
links using the method of stretch rotation. In this case, for example, we
IDay transform or stretch rotate the four-bar AoABBo (about B) into the
similar four-bar DKBC. The transformation carried out here is a con
ttaction and at the same time a rotation about the centre B. Sometimes,
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such a tmnsformaJion is cal1Nl a spiral similarity, sincp it transforms con
fig-urat ions illto similar on{'i4 that, are chang-pd in i4ize hut, rotated simul
taneously. In Uw easc undel' ('olli4i<1t'ration, the celltt'l' of the spiral simi
larity or stretch rotation coincide::; with the joint B, whereas the stretch.

-. -.
rotation factor is define<1 by the vector ratio BDjBAo which is ma,de a·
conshtnt· here and thus independent of time. As a consequence, the
four-lmrs AoABBo and DKBO sta,y similar throughout the complete
motion, wherea.s the eorresponding- sides rot~tte at the same speed.
Actu~tlly, to the four-bar we now merely h~1ve adjoined the dyad ODK.
Clearly, this does not obstruct the initial motion ~tt alL But the dyad
chosen to adjoin the four-bar is a particular one, since the sides of the
dyad have no anguhtr velocity relative to t.llC corresponding sides of the
dyad BoAoA. This property allows us to introduce the linkage parallelo
grams BoO])Do and ][AFD by adjoining the links DoD and DF respec
tively. Again, this does not ~tffect the initiaJ motion. The ~tdjoining sim
ply sustains the pantllel motion of eOITCSpOllllillg; sides already enforced
initially through similarity, This proves the proposition. In addition, it
is now easily seen that

Also, all triangles ~tttaehed to the sides ~\,l'e simila.r to the D..AoDB.
In ease the stretch rotation wa;; carried out with respect to A instead of B,
we should obtain the configurn,tion as demonstrMed in figure 2. Then,.

B

Fig. 2. - BUrllwster's configuration 2nd lype.

tlw triangles which are suee(';;sivt~ly attached to the sides arc similar to
D..ADBo. Since this merely interchanges the points A and B, we will
disI't'ganl this po;;sibility, and confine our&l'1ves to configurations such as
shown in figure 1.

Note: • This is l'ffectnaled by allnching the joints C and J( lo till' J'l'speclive sides BoB
and AB.
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2b. FIRST METHOD TO REPRODUCE A FOUR-BAR COUPLER MOTION BY THE
COUPLER MOTION OF A SIX-BAR LINKAGE

The method proposed here is based on a slightly modified Burmes-
ter's configuration. .

In figure 3, Burmester's configuration is extended by the linkage
parallelogram DFAoA'. Since, in addition,

fj.A'DK ~ fj.AoFA, triangle A'DK may be made a rigid triangle.
Further, fj.A'DF....., fj.AKB!'"oJ fj.AoDoBo.

/
randoml y

/ chosen

0'

'0

. K

II
I:

Ii
/ i

/ /
F<;J 1

1/ ~J';'/
171 A"

I ,~
Ir _-II _.

-'-~-- -

A"
Fig. 3. - Slightly modified Burmester's configuration comprising two

fonr-bur eurve cognales and two coupler alternative mechanisms.

Therefore, the configuration H,S it is shown in figure 3 demonstrates
a part of Robert's Law, since it comprises two four-bars generating the
identical coupler curve. The four-bars mentioned here are AoA'DDo
and AoABBo.

They have a common coupler point K that produces the identical
coupler curve. The two four- bail'S shown in the. figure are so-called curve
cognates deriving from one another. This distinguishes them from coupler
cogna,tes 01' coupler alternative mechanhnns producing identical coupler
motions.

As mentioned earlier, it is the object of this paper to find coupler
alternative mechanisms being six-bars that reproduce a four-bar coupler
motion. It is further required that the alternative six-bars do not contain
linkage parallelograms.

With the analysis deployed here, the assignments to obtain these
six-bars from the source mechanism are now easy to understand:

Given: Source mechanism, which is the four-bar AoA'DDo (see
figure 3).

Problen~: Find a six-bar not containing a parallelogram, that
generates the entire motion of the coupler A'D.

Solution: According to the assignments:
a) Choose an arbitrary center Bo (This may be done in 00 2 different

ways).
b) DeterminepointObyway of the linkageparallelogramDDoBoO.
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c) Determine the pointR Band K through the similarities:

ti.Bo OB '" ti.AoDoBo '" ti.A'DK

d) Find point A, using the fact that

ti.AKB '" ti.AoDOB{l

e) Oonnect the points A and A o
f) Finally, skip the bars AoA', DDo' DoBo and AoDo.
What remains Is a six-bar of the Watt-l type. It contains the similar

four-bars AoABBo and DEBO and, in addition, the similar and rigid
triangles AKB and BoOB.

The coupler motion of ti.A'DK is common to both linkages, to wit
the source linkage and the obtained six-bar mechanism. Therefore, both
linkages which are distinctly demonstrated in figure 4 are coupler alter
natives of each other.

o

four-bar couplll'r.::.....
motion to be .
reproduced

SOURCE MECHANISM

randomly.
chosen,

, B2

ALTERNATIVE SIX - B~

I

Ao
I

I
I
I
I
I·
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

"
~._----'----_.""'------_.__.

Ao ° .B~
Fig. 4. - Two coupler alternative mechanisms.

So, generally, any four-bar coupler motion is to be replaced in this
way by a six-bar coupler motion. The method represented here has the
advantage of the free choice of the fixed center Bo' a fact which may
be very useful to the designer.

In practice it means that the designer may replace the fixed center
Do at any suitable position at the cost of two additional links. Wherever
he chooses point B o, the alternative six-bar linkage will generate the
desired coupler motion he has originally been aiming at.
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A:-; f:u al'\ the tnLIl::<mi::<::<ion a,ngles are corwerned, w(~ mUl'\t t.ake care
of the fact, that tlw -t:.](])(J may never obt,aill the vahw zero. It is advi
::<ahle l'VPll to make 11)0°~ -t:. IiDO ~ ~~OD in all pOl'\it.ion::< of the linkage.
Uonsequently, 150D~ -t:. AAoBfl~ 30°. It woult.1 he convenient, there
fore, to take BoB as the input crank th:Lt may rota,te the full cycle only.
This means a crank-and-rocker mechanism would be the most suitable.

Simultaneously, we ha,ve to restrain the values for -t:. AoAB. They
are optimal in the positions where B joins the line AoBo. Similarly, opti
mum values for -t:. KDO are obtained in the positiorn> where the coupler
AB is aligned with the center B o. Naturally, the angles just observed
in the four-bar AoABBo, are to be indicated also in its curve cognate,
to wit the initial four-bar AoA'DDo.

. The angles which we have to restrain then are the angles -t:. (A'D,
A.oDo) and -t:.(AoA', A'D). Thus, the transmission angles which are deci
sive for :1, smooth motion are to be observed directly in the source linkage.

2e. SECOND METHOD TO REPRODUCE A FOUR-BAR COUPLER MOTION BY A SIX-BAR
ALTERNATIVE MECHANISM

I,ike before, the altel'Ilative mechanisms we arc dealing with in this
ease are cloi'lely rel:1ted through Burmester's Oonfiguration.

Here, the confi~uration, a::< it is demonstrated in figurl' 0, is obtained
from figure ;~ by adjoining some link:1ge parallelogrami'l. As we see from
t.he fignrl', the parallelograms KDOD', A'DOE, EA'AoEo and BoDoAoEI}
are :Ldjoined in HIe configuration. Since, in addition, /lEOD' ~ /lA'DK,
triangle EOD' may be made a rigid triangle as it ii'l carried out in the
figure. Now, of course, it is easy to under::<tand how to derive the alter
native Ilwchanism from the source mechanism. Thus:

Given: Source mechanism, which is the four-bar BoJiJOBo(seefigure 5).
Problem,: Find a six-ba,r not containing a parallelogram, that gene

rates the entire motion of the coupler EO.

Solution:
a) Ohoose an arbitrary center A o (This may be done in 00 2 diffe

rent ways);
b) Make both triangles EOD' and BoOB similar to /lBoEoA o and

so determine the pin-joints D' and B respectively.
c) Draw D'K parallel to EoA o and make D'K = EoAo. This

gives point K;
d) Make AoA parallel and equal to ED' and so determine point A.
(Verify that the triangles AKB, BoEoA o are similar and that

A.K is equal and parallel to EoE);
e) Finally, crase the hal'S EoE, AoEo and EoBo.
The alternative mechanism so obtained resembles a six-bar linkage

of the Watt-1 type ill which the bn,rOD' reproduces the coupler (mot,ion)
of the source mechanism.

The big advantage of eoursc is the freedom of choice for the fixed
eentpr Ao.Por the (]<'signer it boil::< down to the fact t,hat he could replace
the fixpd (··enter Eo, he has initially, to any suitable position lw wants.

So, if WI' pompa,re both lllelhod~, we ~ee that, with the fil'st; method
ont' ('cnler i,; l'l'placeti and with Uw second one the other ccnter. 'Vith
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Fig. 5. - Modified Burmester's configuration comprlsmg two coupler
allt'rnative mechanisms, one of them being a lIain's six-bar linkage with

translating bar.
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the first solution, the ED plane is involved, and with the second solution
the CD' plane. Like with the first method, all the transmission angles
involved in this case could be derived from the source mechanism.

SOURCE MECHANIS~

.1

four- bar ~oupler motion
to· be. r~produced .

. l I

:_._-~.

I : .

K I 81

.....,,¢'i~d..,Bl"im··.iS~~f"'1· : I

~fJt!lffffi~ :. '-"'7?'

: fl":
: C" :

four - bar coupler ,pl~me :
reproduced~ I I

• . .I -3 ,

randomly. ALTERNAtiVE 51X- BAR : ,I
chosen '. . . .

~"----" --- ._.~!!_---.-- ---~-.-.::
Ao

Fig. 6. - Two coupler alternative mechanisms.

Finally, the two linkages, having three common links (to wit tlECD',
.!J.BoCB and tlBoEoAo), are shown separately in figure 6.
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Note that the six-bar alternative mechanism regembles one of Hain's
linkages [12, 13, 14] that contain a pa,raJlel moving b:u (In the case
under consideration the bar KD' stays parallel to the fixed link AoEo).
Note also that the linkage shown in figure 5 iH JURt part of the configu
rat,ion demonstrated in figure 5A (See alHo figure 621 from Burmester's

s'
Fig. 5A - Burmester's configuration 3rd type comprising two

identical four-bars.

Atlas zum I~ehrbuch del' Kinematik, Verlag von Arthur Felix, Leipzig
1888). The configuration shown in figure 5A, consistg of two identical
four-bars and four pairs of identical rigid triangles, all of them similar
to' one another. The two four-bars comprised in the figure, are rotated
about a fixed angle of 1800 with respect to one another. Corresponding
triangles therefore maintain a relative motion which is only a translat
ing one. No wonder, therefore, that two of Hain's linkages containiJ;lg
a parallel moving bar are to be recognized as a part of this type of con
figuration.

3. KEMPE'S GENERALIZED FORM {S] AND ITS USE TO DERIVE ALTERNATIVE
LINKAGES REPRODUCING FOUR-BAR COUPLER MOTIONS

Quite another way of deriving alternative linkages would be one
which is based on Kempe's generalized form. An example of this form is
shown in figure 7. It resembles an overconstrained linkage that could be
derived from the so-called focal linkage which is demonstrated in figure 8.

A geometric derivation of the focal linkage has been described in
the author's book [10J named "Motion Geometry as a Modern Theory of
~[achines" . .

In addition, the derivation of Kempe's generalized form has been
pregented in author'H paper [11] about "Kempe's focal linkage genm'alized,
particularly in connection with Hart's (Second) straight-line mechanism"
(see the J oUInal of Mechanism and Machine Theory).
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l
;~.·,
:~: .

"'i

T'

a'(chosen' randomly)

Fig. 7. - Kempe's generalized form.

In the last paper, it has been shown in detail that the generalized
form ('ould be derived from the focal linkage lli'\ing l'ltretch rotations in
eaeh of the four turning
joints of the outer four-bar.
This essentially provides the
designer with two additional
d('sign degrees of freedom,
lllLlttely, those which are re
presented by the stretch ro
tation factor • for one of the
turning joints (The remain
ing three factors for the
other turning joints are only
dependent on the first one).

Clearly, the generalized
form could be used to extract
alternative six-bars reprodu
cing four-bar coupler moti
OWL :For im;tance, if we con
template the configuration
shown in figure 7, we imme
diately recognise the sub
chain which is the six-bar
Q'A'll'Bo - BT'A~ of which
the side BT' just reproduces
the four-bar coupler motion of the coupler AB. So, in fact, all we have
to do would be to derive the six-bar from the four-bar in order to
obtain the alternative mechanism.

'l'he assignments to cany this out arc given below:
Given: The source mechanism, which is the four-bar (AoABBo)
Problem: l<""'ind a six-bar not containing a parallelogram that repro-

duces the motion of the coupler AB. .
Sol'ution: (See the figures 8 and 7).
a) Move the four-bal; AoABBo until AB runs parallel to AoBo.

(This iI,; done only to Rimplify the design).
b) Intersect AoA and BoB at the instantaneous pole P.
c) Draw the pole tangent p of the four-bar by making i-: pPB =

- i-:PAB.
(Here, Bobillier's Theorem is applied). .
d) Ohoose a random point Q on the frame line that joinR the points

A o and B o (This choice provides the designer with an infinite number
of possibilities).

. e) Connect the pole P = (AoA, BoB) with Q and determine the point
of intersection T with the coupler AB. Thus T = (AB, PQ).

f) Draw the common bisector N 1N 2 of the line segments AaA, QT
and BoB. The bisector intersects these line segments at the points NIl
},f and N 2 respectively.

• Basically, lhis factor rcscmblt·s a complex Humber.

, - o. 1262
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g) Intersect the circles having the respective diameters AoA and
BoB, at the pointR 0 and D.

h) In1,NsNJt tlw linn PO and j,ltl' eirele joining 0 and D that has lIt
as its centcr, at the points 11\ and JI

1
2 (In case li\ and }i12 are unreal

points, one is ohliged to ehoosc auotlwr point Q until they transform
into real points of intersection).

-q

Fig. 8. - Design position of
Kempe's focal mechanism.

-_.~-----_.

Q (randomly
chosen)

\

\ 5

Remark 1: The exact location of the points I!\ and F 2 are easily
calculated using relations AT.QBo= T.Ii\.FlQ --c TF2 .F2Q = AoQ. TB and
TFl + FlQ = TQ = TF2 + I!\Q.

Thus, the distances TP andl11Qare the roots of a quadr~ltic equation.
Remark 2: Aecording to Burmester [4J points F I and }i

1
2 are

called focal points, since each of them may be considered a foc~11 point
of a conic section inscribed in the fonr-bar.

i) Choose either of thtJ fOC[11 points to continu:1te the design with.
Say, for the sake of convenience, we have ehm~en the point Fl'

j) Then, interseet, the circle joining 1?1 that touclws the line pat P,
and sides AoA and BoB ~lt the points B ~1nd R respect,ively (Verify t,h:1t
SR is parallel to AoBo).

k) .Toin tlw point PI and the foul' sides of the four-bar through
the links .Ii\S, 11\ '1.', }i\1l and ];\Q resp<,ctivel,v (The foUl'-bar ~1djoined with
these links then resembles Kempe'H focal linkage).
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1) Next, choose a random point Q' (This choice provides the del'dg-ner
with two additional degrees of freedom in design. Sinee, in addition, Q'
is 10 be taken a,s a fmme ct'n1l~r, H, is to be observed as a free reph1cement
for the initial eenter Ao).

m) Stretch rotate the four-bar Q}I\RBo about B o unW Q comes to
Q'. We then obtain a new four-bar Q'A'R'Bo which stays similar with
(QPjRBo) as long as R' is a,Uached to the side BoB. Note that 1:A oBoQ'=
= -r 1J1JoR' ~1nd R'Bo/RBo = Q'Bo/QBo, etc.

n) Stretch rotate the four-bar TF1RB about B until R comes to R',
giving the new point,s T' and A o'. In this case the four-bar T'A'oR'B
is obtained, staying similar to T}I\RB as long a,s p' i:,; attached to the
side AB. Thus, 1: T'BA = 1: R'BBo and T'B/TB = R'B/RB, etc.

0) Turn the ~A 'R'AfJ into a rigid triangle. 'J'his may he done,
since the Hides A'R' and A~R', both coming from 1he side .F'lR before
stretch rotation waR appli(~d, rotate with equal angnlar velocity and they
additionally have a common turning joint R'.

p) The resulta.nt linka.gc is the six-bar represented by the sub-chains
Q'A'R'Bo a.nd T'A~R'B, both having the eommon linkl'\ A'R'AfJ and
BoR' n. 'fhe initial four-b:w and the six-bar, so oht,1ined, have the common
Jinl{l'\ AT'B, BoR'B and AoBciQ'.

In figme 9, the two alternative linkages that demonstrate tbi:,;,
art' shown. They both form:1 part of Kempe's genemlized form as shown
in figure 7. Although the desig-n of the six-bar using this form is a bit
more complicated than the ones based on Burmester's configuration, it

T'
o--.....,.-<)~ - - -F-~=-== =A~-4-l-""'Q B

Lour-bar coupler I'
motion
reproduced

SOURCE MECHANISM

Fig. 9. - Two coupler alternative mechanisms.

has the advantage of having one additional design degree of freedom by
eompariRon. Totally, the design described in this paragraph leaves the
designer with three additional design degrees of freedom that could be
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used at his convenience. At least it gives the impression that the method
displayed in this section, is of a more general value than the ones furnished
in the preceding sections.
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